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Abstract-NAND-flash based solid-state disks (SSDs) are re-
placing the hard-disk drives (HDDs) in various storage systems
from high-end servers in data centers to mobile computers on
the edges of cloud computing. Due to the architectural nature of
SSDs, performance-sensitive applications may generate a large
number of unaligned writes on SSDs, which can cause many
issues including chip congestion, sub-request blocking, chip load
imbalance, and write space amplification. This paper presents a
Write-Aligned FLASH drive (WAFLASH) that comprehensively
and significantly alleviates the side-effects of unaligned writes in
solid-state disks. We utilize three key techniques: (1) prioritizing
eviction of fully-filled pages over partially-filled pages in write
buffers, (2) storing multi-version data requested by unaligned
writes/overwrites in flash memory, and (3) compacting multiple
small partially-filled pages in a physical page to circumvent
write amplification and reduce the number of additional reads in
the critical I/O path. We implement WAFLASH in VSSIM and
Cosmos+ OpenSSD. The results show WAFLASH increases I/O
throughput by up to 125% with the Filebench benchmark.

Index Terms-Flash, Page Unalignment, FTL, Buffer Manage-
ment

I. INTRODUCTION

NAND flash-memory-based SSDs are adopted as an increas-
ingly important storage medium for supporting applications
that demand low I/O latency or high I/O throughput [1]. They
are increasingly used as hard disks (HDDs) replacement for
both scientific and enterprise applications. The SSD market is
continuously growing at a significant rate [2], and flash/SSD-
based storage becomes a norm in various storage systems from
high-end servers in data centers [3], [4] to mobile computers
on the edges of the cloud computing [5].

Although other interfaces exist, most of the existing systems
use the legacy block interface to access SSDs for portability
and compatibility with HDDs. The size of I/O requests issued
from OSs are generally aligned with the page size (e.g., 4 KB)
of virtual memory. It can be much smaller than the flash page
size (e.g., 8 KB or 16 KB) in SSDs. With this architectural
nature, applications may generate a large number of writes
that are not aligned with the flash page boundary of SSDs.
We call them unaligned writes in this paper. As shown in § II,
the unaligned writes are common with practical I/O workloads.

With the increase in flash density, the flash page size can
also increase to 32 KB or even larger [6]. This makes the un-

aligned problem more severe because existing systems access
SSDs without knowing the change in page sizes. Furthermore,
when direct I/Os are used, requests to SSDs bypass OS buffers
and arrive at SSDs at the unit of a sector. As a result, they may
be not aligned with the page size of virtual memory. Nor are
they aligned with the flash page size. Therefore, using direct
I/Os may further increase the ratio of unaligned writes.

Serving unaligned writesin SSDs can significantly degrade
system efficiency for several reasons. First, it may cause chip
congestion. SSDs need to write partial pages! for serving
the unaligned writes. Writing partial pages may incur read-
modify-write operations, increasing the number of requests
in chips. Second, it may lead to chip waiting because the
additional reads need to wait for previous requests on the
same chip [7]. The waiting time can be much longer than the
actual service time of the reads.Third, it may result in a load
imbalance across the chips [8]. To achieve high parallelism,
a large request in SSDs is decomposed into a number of
sub-requests over multiple chips. If one of the sub-requests
involves writing a partial page, the other sub-requests must
wait for its completion because a request is not complete until
all its sub-requests are complete. Fourth, it may cause low
page utilization because of the write space amplification.

Several existing approaches have been proposed to address
the side-effects of unaligned writes. MCA (Multi-Chip based
replacement algorithm) is the state-of-the-art scheme that
focuses on reducing chip waiting with new buffer manage-
ment [7]. Slacker can alleviate load imbalance across chips
by considering the completion time of each sub-request of a
large request in I/O scheduling [8]. Lu et al. use an object
interface to replace the block interface for SSD accesses [9].
However, neither the buffer management nor I/O-scheduling
based approaches can comprehensively resolve all the afore-
mentioned side-effects of unaligned writes. Adopting a new
object interface requires a significant amount of programming
effort, which may not be possible for legacy applications.

In this work, we design a new flash drive WAFLASH that
significantly alleviates the side-effects of unaligned writes to
flash memory with cooperative management of SSD write

1We use partial pages to refer partially-filled flash pages where some
sectors in the page are not updated and full pages to refer flash pages that all
sectors in the pages are to be updated.
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Fig. 1: The impact of serving unaligned writes on SSD performance. Both
read and write latency become longer.
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4 KB). Request sizes are mostly aligned with page size
of virtual memory of OSs. The commonly used page size
of OSs is 4 KB. Therefore, the request size can be much
smaller than a flash page size (e.g., 8 KB and 16 KB). The
FTL performs address mapping, garbage collection, and wear
leveling. Furthermore, SSD controller often uses RAM as a
buffer on top of the FTL to speed up write performance
because flash writes are relatively slow compared to reads. In
this paper, we aim to significantly reduce the negative impact
of unaligned writes to flash by more efficiently utilizing the
buffer and the FTL.

B. Motivation
By analyzing I/O traces from various computing environ-

ments we have confirmed that unaligned writes are common
for data-intensive applications when accessing SSDs. Specifi-
cally, we study the ratio of unaligned writes in the set of block-
level traces from system software (e.g., MSNFS, CFS) [12]
and mobile applications (e.g., Nexus5) [12], [13] when the
flash page size is 8 KB and 16 KB. For traces collected
before 2010, we assume its sector size is 512 B. Otherwise,
we assume that its sector size is 4 KB.

The average ratio of unaligned writes is 83.1 % with an 8
KB flash page size. Even worse, the trend of increasing flash
page size can further increase the ratio of unaligned writes.
For example, when the flash page size is increased from 8 KB
to 16 KB, the ratio of unaligned writes in the MSNFS trace
will increase from 33.5% to 99.1 % and the average ratio for
all workloads reaches 97.2%.

To experimentally investigate the effects of unaligned writes
on flash read/write performance, we conduct experiments on
a simulated SSD [14] by feeding it with 120K requests from
the MSNFS workload. The flash page size is 8 KB and an
optimum page-level FTL is deployed. 30% of the requests are
reads and the rest are writes. All the read requests are 8 KB
and aligned with page boundaries. But for writes, we make a
portion of them unaligned to flash page boundaries. We vary
the ratio of the number of unaligned writes to the number of
total writes from 0% to 100%.

Figure la and Ib plot the latency CDF of all reads and
all writes, respectively. One can observe that more unaligned
write noises lead to longer tail latencies for both reads and
writes. For example, with 50% noise write latencies are 8x,
24x longer compared to no write noise cases, at 90th and 95th

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. SSD and Flash Translation Layer

SSDs use flash memory as a storage medium. Flash memory
consists of blocks, each further consisting of 64 to 256 pages.
Each page has a data area (1 to 16 KB) and a meta-data area
(called out-of-band (OOB) data) [11]. Unlike traditional disks,
flash memory reads and writes data in the unit of a page and
erases in the unit of a block. Compared to read latency, flash
has a much longer write and erase latency. In addition, blocks
must be erased before they can be reused, thus SSDs usually
perform out-of-place updates.

SSDs use the FTL to support hosts to access flash memory
via the block interface as conventional HDDs. Hosts send
requests to SSDs in the unit of a sector (e.g., 512 B or

buffer and its flash translation layer (FTL). Specifically, we
propose a Partial page and Congestion-aware LRU (PC-LRU)
buffer management algorithm, which differentiates writes to
partial pages from those to full pages. Without compromising
data locality, PC-LRU prioritizes the eviction of full pages
over partial pages in the buffer when chip congestion happens
to reduce the number of unaligned writes sent to FTL. Further-
more, to circumvent read-modify-write operations for serving
unaligned writes, we design a new multi-version FTL, called
MV-FTL. It serves a partial-page write just as a write to a full
page by directly writing the data to a new flash page without
performing the read and modification operation. Instead of
invalidating the old version of the data, MV-FTL keeps both
of the copies valid until they are merged. We use MV-FTL
as an index structure to access both versions of data in flash.
Due to the out-of-place update nature of flash, MV-FTL does
not need additional space for keeping the two versions of the
data. Finally, when unaligned writes in MV-FTL cause low
flash page utilization, we propose a novel data compaction
technique to merge multiple partial pages, therefore, increasing
page space utilization and reducing the number of unaligned
writes to flash memory.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel buffer replacement algorithm, PC-

LRU, that prioritizes the destaging of full pages over
partial pages when chip congestion happens and trans-
forming partial pages to full pages to reduce the number
of unaligned writes to flash.

• We design a new flash translation layer, MV-FTL, that
supports multi-version data management upon serving
unaligned writes/overwrites when the write buffer is full
without incurring extra reads.

• We propose a partial page compaction method to optimize
data storage in MV-FTL for reducing the space overhead
and the number of unaligned writes.

• We implement WAFLASH using the VSSIM [10] plat-
form based on QEMU/KVM to run real file systems and
applications. The results show that with our method the
average latency and I/O throughput are improved by up
to 62% and 125%, respectively.
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Fig. 3: PC-LRU write buffer management. LPN: logical page number. We
assume I flash page consists of 4 sectors. LPN(2), LPN(12), LPN(9),
LPN(23), and LPN(5) are full-page writes (marked as F) and LPN(17)
and LPN(20) are partial-page writes (marked as Pl. When chips are idle,
upon serving the write to the full page LPN(2), the partial pages LPN(17)
and LPN(20) at the bottom of the LRU stack are replaced; when chips are
not idle, the full page LPN(5) is replaced.
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Fig. 2: System architecture. The proposed write buffer management scheme
(PC-LRU) and multi-version-aware FrL (MV-FTL) are applied to the write
buffer and FrL layer inside SSDs respectively.
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B. Multi-Version Partial-Page Management

Because SSDs have limited RAM buffer capacity, flash
memory has to serve unaligned writes when write buffers
with PC-LRU cannot fully convert partial pages to full pages.
To further eliminate read-modify-write operations from the
critical I/O paths, WAFLASH writes a partial page directly
to flash memory as a new version of the page data without
triggering the read-modify-write. Consequently, there could

LPN(5)) and partial pages (e.g., LPN(17) and LPN(20))
using different replacement policies considering chip idleness.
The full pages are interleaved with partial pages in the write
buffer. When the chip is idle, the page at the bottom of L
will be replaced. However, when the chip is not idle (or chip
congestion occurs), PC-LRU needs to replace the full page
closest to the bottom of L. With this approach, we can reduce
the number of read-after-write operations and promote the
conversion of partial page to a full page by keeping the partial
pages in the buffer for a longer period.

A. Partial Page and Congestion-Aware Buffer Replacement

To reduce unaligned writes to flash memory, we de-
vise a new buffer replacement algorithm, Partial page and
Congestion-aware LRU (PC-LRU). We design the algorithm
based on the observations that (1) when chip congestion
happens the cost of writing partial pages is much higher than
that of writing full pages and (2) partial pages are likely to be
overwritten and converted to full pages.

We manage the write buffer as an LRU stack L. The layout
of the buffer is shown in Figure 3. va requests enter the
top of L. They are then pushed to the bottom of L, further
dropped out of the write buffer. Overwrites are merged with
the existing requests in the buffer and moved to the top of L.
The write buffer manages both full pages (e.g., LPN(2) and

percentiles, respectively. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate
their side-effects to improve SSD performance.

III. THE DESIGN OF WAFLASH

We present the design of WAFLASH, a new SSD archi-
tecture that can comprehensively alleviate the side-effects of
unaligned writes. Figure 2 shows the general system architec-
ture considered in this paper. In the paper, we assume the host
system issues va requests to SSDs at the unit of a sector. The
RAM buffer in SSDs is used only for write requests because
flash reads are much faster than writes and repeated reads can
be effectively absorbed by the host cache [15]. The buffer is
allocated to write requests at the unit of a sector to save RAM
space. The read requests missed in the buffer are directed to the
flash translation layer (FTL). The buffer sends write requests
to FTL when it is full or a flush request is received. FTL
writes the data to flash memory after determining the physical
location of the write requests. When FTL receives unaligned
overwrite requests, it incurs read-modify-write operations.

WAFLASH achieves the elimination of the side-effect of un-
aligned writes with three key techniques: (1) page replacement
considering partial pages vs. full pages and chip congestion,
(2) multi-version data storage in flash memory, and (3) partial
page compaction in flash memory. We will elaborate on each
of them in the following sections.
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be more than one valid physical pages that are mapped to
the same logical page. Each of the physical pages stores a
version of the data which corresponds to an unaligned write to
the logical page. For accessing the multi-version partial-page
aware flash memory, we design a new FlL scheme, called
MV-FTL, which explores the flash pages that are not in use
or the spare pages that are provided by SSD manufactures
(e.g., Micron [16]).

A critical challenge of multi-version data management is
that the size of FTL can be significantly increased for storing
additional mapping entries for the newer version of data. To
prevent increasing the size of FlL, we partition the existing
mapping entries of FlL into two address areas: PP Nand
PT/ F. PPN stores the physical page number. It uses the
n least significant bits, where page_size * 2n is equal to
the SSD capacity. The remaining bits are used as the flags
(F) or pointers (PT). If the entry stores a mapping of a
full page, PT/ F is set to aliOs. If data in a logical page
has multiple versions, the mapping entry of the partial page
uses PT/ F to store the indexed location where to find its
next version. PTs in multiple mapping entries may point to
the same physical page for storing compacted small partial
pages (see § III-C). The format of MV-FTL mapping entry
is illustrated in Figure 4. For example, if we assume that the
SSD capacity is 512 GB and page size is 16 KB, then PPN
needs 25 bits. PT/ F has 7 bits as shown in the figure. If the
desired size of address space is smaller than the space that can
be indexed using PT/ F (e.g., < 27), we use direct indexing.
Otherwise, we should use indirect indexing to increase the
space of addressing using PT/ F and increase the possibility
of finding an idle physical page to store multi-version data.

Partial page writes: When an unaligned request is to
write a significant portion (e.g., >50%) of a page LPN(x),
MV-FTL writes the partial page back to a new spare page
(Pagenew ) in flash memory directly without reading the
original page (Pageold). The distance between Pagenew and
Pageold is recorded in the mapping entry of LPN(x). For
both Pageold and Pagenew , we need to record which portion
of the page is written. For fast comparison, we define partial-
page write patterns as shown in Figure5 with the assumption
that page size is 16 KB and sector size is 4 KB. In Pattern
0, the first 3 sectors in the page are written. In Pattern 1,
only sectors in the position of [1-3] are written. MV-FTL uses
these defined patterns to determine how to serve a read request
or merge two versions of the partial pages. For example, if a
request is to read sectors [1-3] and Pagenew has Pattern
1, then only Pagenew needs to be read. If a request is to
read sectors [0-3] and Pagenew has Pattern 1, then both
Pagenew and Pageold should be read to RAM for serving the
request by merging sector [0] from Pageold and sectors [1-3]
from Pagenew . To save space overhead, we store the pattern
information in the OOB area of the corresponding physical
pages. Typically, a flash page has 128 BOOB data [11], which
is large enough to store the pattern information.

We use the example in Figure4 for further illustration.
LPN(3) was mapped to PPN(2) (LPN(3)----'tPPN(2).

patterno~
patternl~

Fig. 5: The unaligned write patterns. "1" indicates the sector is written; "0"
indicates the sector is not written. We assume that page size is 16 KB and
sector size is 4 KB. The partial page writes only access contiguous sectors
and their sizes are larger than 50% of flash page size.

After receiving an unaligned write request to LPN(3), MV-
FTL writes the data back to PPN (8). No additional read to
PPN (2) is needed. It is delayed until when the merging oper-
ation is executed. A new mapping entry (LPN(3)----'tPP N(8)
is added to MV-FTL. After serving the unaligned write, there
are two valid physical pages (PPN (2) and PPN (8) that
are mapped to LPN(3). The two physical pages are merged
when GC is executed. Similarly, version 0 and version 1 of
LPN(O) are mapped to PPN(12) and PPN(9) respectively
for reducing additional reads. The write pattern corresponding
to the mapping entry of (LPN(3)----'tPPN(8» is Pattern
o while the pattern corresponding to the mapping entry of
(LPN(0)----'tPPN(9» is Pattern 1 according to which sec-
tors that are written.

Full page writes: When a full page is written to LPN(x), a
new physical page is used to serve the request directly. All the
previous versions of data in physical pages that were mapped
to page LPN(x) should be marked as invalid in MV-FTL and
cleaned when GC is executed. Page reads: MV-FTL always
uses the latest version of the physical pages to serve incoming
read requests. If the requested data is not availableaccording
to the write pattern, it will issue another read for its earlier
version of the data and then merge the two versions in RAM
for serving the read requests. Page merging and garbage
collection: Multiple versions of the data mapped to the same
logical page number should be merged effectively to improve
the space utilization and reduce the execution time of Gc.
Specifically, MV-FTL merges multiple version of the data
with GC in two scenarios: (1) SSDs are idle or in a light
load and (2) GC is triggered.

C. Compacted Partial Pages

If a request only writes to a small portion (e.g., ::;50%) of a
logical page, serving it using one whole physical page wastes
the space of flash memory when the physical page is mapped
to a new version of the logical page. WAFLASH identifies and
compacts multiple small partial pages and then stores them in a
single physical page to both improve the page space utilization
and further reduce the number of unaligned writes.

Destaging a batch of partial pages from write buffers:
For creating compacted partial pages, PC-LRU destages a
batch of unaligned writes to several small partial pages. It
selects the partial pages that are adjacent in the logical page
address space to explore space locality. For this purpose, we
partition the space of logical page address into a sequence of
regions. The region size should be significantly larger than the
page size. WAFLASH only compacts the small partial pages
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Fig. 6: Illustration of MV-FTL with compacted partial pages and its data
layout. LPN(6) has two versions stored in PPN(14) and PPN(20)
respectively. Similarly, the two versions of LPN(7) are stored in PP N(15)
and PPN(20). And the two versions of LPN(8) are stored in PPN(17)
and PPN(20). The newer versions of LPN(6), LPN(7), LPN(8) are
stored in PP N(20) as a compacted partial page.

that reside in the same region. As a result, it is possible that
after one partial page is accessed the rest of them are to be
accessed in a small time window.

Accessing the compacted partial pages: To create com-
pacted partial pages, MV-FTL needs to find a spare flash page.
The layout of the page is shown in Figure 6. If a physical page
is used to store multiple compacted partial pages, its first two
bytes should contain a unique identifier (e.g., OxFFF F). The
rest of each physical page has a meta-data section and multiple
data sections. The meta-data section is used by MV-FTL to
index the partial pages in the physical page. The data section
stores the data of a partial page. The meta-data section stores
a list of triples < LPN, of f set, len >, where LPN is the
logical page number of the partial page, offset is the offset
of the partial page in the physical page, and len is the length
of the partial pages in sectors.

Writing compacted partial pages: To update compacted
partial pages, MV-FTL needs to prepare the data layout (meta-
data) and then stores it together with the data in partial pages
to the selected physical page. After writing the partial pages,
MV-FTL updates the mapping entries with the new version
pointer by setting PT. We use the example in Figure 6 for
illustration. LPN(6),LPN(7), and LPN(8) were mapped
to PPN(14) , PPN(15), and PPN(17) respectively. Once
PC-LRU destages the partial pages LPN(6),LPN(7), and
LPN(8) from the write buffer, MV-FTL stores the new
version of LPN(6), LPN(7), and LPN(8) to PPN(20)
with the specific data layout. Therefore, serving the 3 writes
using the proposed compacted approach reduces the number
of I/O requests from 3 pages writes plus 3 page reads to only
1 page write. For serving unaligned writes that overwrite the
compacted data in LPN(x), MV-FTL needs to read the data
from PPN(y) which can be found using the index stored in PT
in the mapping entry of LPN(x). Then the data is merged

TABLE I: SSD characteristics (Micron [20]).

Parameter Parameter
SSD Capacity 48GB #Pagesfblock 256
#Channels 4 Page size 16KB
#Chips/channel 4 Page read 20us
#Dies/chjp 2 Page write 200us
#Planes/die 2 Page data transfer 51.2us
#Blocks/plane 4096Block erase l.5rns

with those from the incoming write requests. Finally, MV-FTL
writes the latest merged version to another empty physical
page PPN(z) and updates PT to point to PPN(z).

Reading compacted partial pages: To read compacted
partial pages, MV-FTL needs to read the latest version of
the data stored in the physical pages that are mapped to the
requested logical page. It can use the data layout to locate
the requested page from the compacted partial pages. If the
requested sectors is not available in the page, MV-FTL needs
to read its earlier version of the data and merges the two
versions of the data in RAM for serving the reads. Page
merging and GC are triggered as explained in § III-B and
executed using the data layout for indexing.

IV. WAFLASH IMPLEMENTATION

To run applications and real file systems, we implement
WAFLASH on VSSIM, a QEMU/KVM-based SSD emulator
that runs in real-time [10]. VSSIM emulates flash latencies on
memory (RAMDisk) or fast SSDs. Its accuracy is validated
against a commodity SSD [17]. VSSIM can efficiently model
the SSD system with various design choices, such as hardware
configurations (e.g., the number of channels, the block size,
and the page size) and firmware schemes. The original write
buffer in VSSIM isorganized via a first-in-first-out (FIFO)
circular queue. Instead of replacing a single page when the
buffer is full, VSSIM evicts the data of one request, until
all requests in the buffer are destaged to flash memory. The
partial page-unconscious policy involves a lot of additional
read operations. We make changes in the write buffer module
to port the PC-LRU algorithm. We also integrate the multi-
version storage and the page compaction technique in the FTL
scheme. In all, we modify VSSIM with a total of 947 LOC.

We currently only implemented WAFLASH in page-level
buffer schemes and page-level FTLs. We choose the page-level
buffer schemes for their simplicity and efficiency; we focus
on page-level FTLs for their best performance with decent
mapping overheads if optimized mapping methods are used
[18]. However, we believe our idea can also benefit other
schemes. For example, we can port PC-LRU to block-level or
hybrid-level buffer schemes by prioritizing destaging the buffer
blocks with more full pages. If hybrid FTLs are deployed, we
can apply MV-FTL to the log-block management which uses
page-level address mapping [19]. We leave these as our future
work.

V. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Methodology
Platforms and configurations: For a comprehensive study

of the performance of WAFLASH, we emulated SSDs in
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Fig. 8: Tail latencies. The figures show the CDF of request latencies in various workloads.

VSSIM. Its parameters are listed in Table I. Its sector size is 4
KB. We use a machine with 3.2 GHz 6-core Intel(R) Core(TM)
0-8700 and 64 GB DRAM. We use page-level FlL provided
by VSSIM as the baseline on this platform.

Workloads characteristics: For the whole-system eval-
uation, we use Filebench with four personalities [21]: one
micro workload (Random Write) and three macro workloads
(Fileserver, Webserver, and Webproxy). The characteristics
of these workloads are publicly reported in [22], [23] and
described in § V-B.

B. Benchmark-Driven Evaluations on VSSIM
In this subsection, we evaluate WAFLASH on the emulation

platform with Filebench [21]. We increase I/O request sizes of
the benchmarks from 1 KB to 9 KB in the experiments. We run
four workloads from Filebench. The random write workload
was set to use a large file of 5 GB and threethreads to perform
random writes to the file. For the file server workload, the
number of files is 10000, the number of threads is 50, and
the mean file size is 128 KB. For the Webserver workload,
the number of files is 1000, the number of threads is 100, and
the mean file size is 16 KB. For the Webproxy workload, the
number of files is 10000, the mean file size is 128 KB, and
there are 100 threads. Figure7 shows the I/O throughput across
the four workloads. The results include kernel, file-system, and
QEMU overhead in addition to device-level latencies.

We have the following observations. (1) With WAFLASH,
the I/O throughput of WAFLASH is increased by up to 125%,
86%, 37%, and 68% respectively. Among the four workloads,
the random write workload achieves the most improvement
because it has the highest unaligned write ratio and worst
spatial locality. (2) We count the percentage of partial pages
in the buffer when WAFLASH is enabled. PC-LRU has 21 %
more partial pages in the buffer compared to Baseline for
all the workloads. This is because PC-LRU prioritizes the
destaging of full pages and keeps the partial pages in the
buffer for a longer time. As a result, less partial pages can
be written to the flash memory and these pages have more
chance to become full pages, which are the desired flash

access patterns. (3) Compared to Baseline, PC-LRU decreases
4.5-10.6% partial pages written to flash for all the workloads.
The reason is that there are some partial pages merged to
full pages due to their residence in the buffer and the full
page replacement leads to a fewer number of buffer eviction
for serving incoming requests. As serving partial-page writes
is much more expensive than serving full-page writes, the
reduced number of partial-page writes to flash helps system
performance. (4) Partial page compaction decreases 7-12%
write operations to flash memory. This approach not only
improves the page space utilization but also reduces request
latency due to the reduced number of write requests.

CDF latencies: Figure8 shows the CDF of request latencies
from the same experiments. From this figure, one can find
that for all workloads, the Baseline approach has longest tail
latencies and WAFLASH exhibits the shortest latencies. In
addition, for some evaluated workloads, the 99th percentile
performance gains achieved by WAFLASH is higher than
average values.

C. Impact on Read Performance
So far we have shown that WAFLASH improves the overall

I/O performance. One concern is that WAFLASH may hurt
read latency, which is generally more critical in storage perfor-
mance. WAFLASH can reduce read latency while improving
write performance. To verify this, we measures the average
read and write latency of the fileserver workload in Figure 8b
(other workloads show similar results). As Figure9 shows,
the read and write latency are reduced by up to 60% and 62%
respectively. This is because WAFLASH reduces the number
of read and write operations in flash channels in the critical
I/O path, which benefits both read and write operations. The
overhead of multi-version FTL is well amortized over the
running of the workload.

D. Overhead Analysis
Multi-version management overhead: Instead of invali-

dating the old version of the data, MV-FTL keeps both of
the copies valid until they are merged. However, due to the
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F Benchmark-Driven Evaluations on OpenSSD

Finally, we evaluate WAFLASH on the Cosmos+ OpenSSD
board [24]. The development PC runs Ubuntu 14.04 and
Xilinx software. Xilinx Vivado suite allows us to change the
configuration of the board. We use the HDF files provided by
the vendor. Using Xilinx SDK, we change the firmware and
program the FPGA board. The flash capacity is 1 TB. The
flash page size is set to 16 KB and the sector size is 4 KB.
We use the GreedyFTL algorithm, which is a page-mapping
FTL with greedy GC, as the baseline.

We use the Random Write workload in Filebench. Figure 11
shows the average I/O latency. Compared to the baseline
system, WAFLASH reduces the average latency by up to 43%
for random write. For I/O throughput, WAFLASH delivers
similar behaviors to those observed on the VSSIM platform.

VI. RELATED WORK
Buffer management schemes: Many approaches were pro-

posed to utilize RAM buffers to improve the performance of
slow storage devices. Earlier schemes are designed for HDDs
by exploiting spatial and temporal locality [25],[26]. These
approaches can be applied to SSDs but with sub-optimal per-
formance. Later, flash-aware schemes are developed for SSDs
considering flash characteristics. These efforts include page-
level schemes (e.g., MCA [7], CFLRU [27], and FOR [28]),
block-level schemes [15],[29], and hybrid schemes [30], [31].

Among these designs, MCA [7] is the only partial page-
aware scheme that is mostly related to WAFLASH. We have
discussed the limitation of MCA in § V-E. MCA only delays
the eviction of partial pages that cause chip waiting due
to additional reads while PC-LRU delays the eviction of
all partial pages. WAFLASH can further reduce the number
of requests on channels by replacing more full pages. In
addition, compared to MCA, WAFLASH keeps partial pages
in the buffer for a longer time, so that more full pages can
be generated. Finally, WAFLASH uses MV-FTL to further
reduce unaligned writes when the efficiency of write buffer is
limited. Researchers have also studied the buffer management
across multiple SSDs [32] and addressed unaligned accesses
on multiple HDDs [33].

Flash translating layer techniques: A number of FTL-
level approaches have been proposed to improve SSD perfor-
mance by reducing GC overhead or increasing I/O parallelism.
According to the granularity of address mapping, existing
FTLs schemes can be classified into page-level schemes [18],
[34], block-level schemes, and hybrid schemes [19],[35].

• PC-LRU[ZJ MCA~30
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>
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out-of-place update nature of flash, MV-FTL does not require
additional space for keeping the two versions of data of the
same logical page. It only changes the state transition of
pages and meta-data management. As discussed in § III-B, we
control the additional meta-data overhead to be acceptable by
partitioning existing mapping entries in FTL with new fields
and using direct and indirect indexing techniques to reduce
the overhead.

Page compaction overhead: Page compaction increases
flash page utilization with little space overhead. The
source of overhead is mainly from storing the triple <
LPN, offset, len > for indexing the partial pages in the
physical page. If we assume that the page size is 8 KB and
the SSD size is 512 GB, the index triple requires 6B for each
partial page. We can store the index in the physical page or in
the out-of-band area of the page. Then the space overhead for
meta-data management is about 0.15% in the worst scenario.
The space overhead can be significantly decreased as the page
size is increased for larger capacity SSDs and as the fraction
of full-page writes increases in real workloads.

E. WAFLASH vs. the State-of-the-Art: MeA

As mentioned previously, MCA representsthe best algo-
rithm in write buffer management considering side-effects of
unaligned writes [7]. It delays evicting the partial pages that
cause chip waiting. We implement MCA and PC-LRUin SS-
DSim based on existing literature [7]. In the experiments, we
use 6 real block-level traces because MCA was evaluated using
I/O traces. Specifically, they include Microsoft Production
Servers (MSNFS, DTR, RA, and CFS), Microsoft Windows
Servers (Ex), and Florida International University (Web) [12].
Figure 10 compares PC-LRU and MCA in terms of their
latency improvements against the Baseline. As shown, PC-
LRU significantly outperforms MCA for all the workloads:
PC-LRU has 25.6% performance improvements while MCA
only reduces request latencies by 2.7%.
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While the above schemes aim to reduce copy, write, and
erase operations, none of them focus on unaligned writes. MV-
FTL aims to reduce additional reads and the number of partial-
page writes caused by unaligned writes by utilizing multi-
version data storage and partial-page compaction. Importantly,
WAFLASH is orthogonal to and can further improve the above
FTL techniques. Besides the FTL optimization, WAFLASH
exploits the novel buffer scheme to alleviate the side-effects
of unaligned writes from the upper layer.

VII. CONCLUSION

SSDs become a norm in storage systems, but applications
and system software may ignore the hardware complexity
inside SSDs. Unaligned writes, which are common in practical
I/O workloads, can significantly decrease SSD performance.
We have proposed and implemented a cooperative mechanism,
named WAFLASH, to comprehensively reduce almost all the
side-effects of the unaligned writes in SSDs. WAFLASH de-
lays the eviction of partial pages in write buffers, stores multi-
version data in flash memory, and compacts multiple partial
pages to a flash page, to circumvent write amplification and
additional reads in the critical I/O path. Using the Filebench
benchmark we show that WAFLASH provides up to 125%
performance improvement.
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